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Headline inflation raised slightly less than consensus due to declines in fruit and vegetable prices. As a
result, YoY inflation reached its lowest level and should bottom-out in 4Q15. We maintain our year-end
forecast. In Peru, the central bank kept the MPR unchanged as expected in a context of weakness in private
spending and FX pressures.

Mexico - Annual headline inflation hits a fresh record low
Headline inflation rose in line with our forecast in June but slightly below market forecasts (BBVAe: 0.17%,
consensus: 0.19%), pushing the annual inflation rate to the lowest level on record (2.87%). As we expected,
declines in fruit and vegetable prices in the second half of the month contributed to a low monthly headline
inflation print. Core prices increased 0.21% from a month earlier, in line with expectations. In annual terms,
core inflation remained unchanged at 2.33%. The print supports our view that headline inflation will remain
below Banxico’s target for the rest of the year. We maintain our 2.65% year-end forecast for headline
inflation. We expect it to bottom-out in 4Q15 as base effects contribute to a lower annual rate in the last
months of the year. In contrast, core inflation seems to be beginning to gain some momentum, which
suggests better economic conditions. We maintain our 2.50% year-end forecast for core inflation. Our
expected path implies that core inflation probably bottomed-out in June and will accelerate somewhat in
2H15 with better economic growth. Both headline and core inflation will accelerate in Q1 16 due to base
effects and this stronger growth, but we expect headline inflation to remain relatively close to target
throughout 2016.

Peru - Central bank keeps the policy rate at 3.25% in July
This was a widely expected decision. Even though private spending remains weak, depreciation pressures
on the local currency persist (in a context of still high credit dollarisation), and inflation has risen above the
ceiling of the target range, both of which leave little room for a rate cut. This context will probably not change
in the coming months. Hence, we expect the policy rate to remain at 3.25% for at least the second half of
2015. (See our Peru Flash in Spanish for details.)

What to watch today

Chile - Economist’s expectations survey (July, 07:30hrs NYT)
We expect the results to reveal lower forecasts for GDP growth for both this year and next. Also, CPI
inflation estimates should come in at around 0.2% MoM for July, while annual inflation forecasts for the year-
end should be revised upwards. Long-term inflation expectations will remain anchored to the central bank’s
target of 3% YoY. Finally, results will show estimates of a stable policy rate at 3% during the rest of the year.
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Mexico - Industrial production index (May, 9:00hrs NYT)
We expect May’s industrial production indexto show a negative rate of growth of -0.3% MoM, sa, due to the
weakness that mining has been showing since the beginning of the year and to the expected poor
performance of the manufacturing sector due to the  decline of manufacturing exports in that month.

Calendar indicators 

Source: Bloomberg and BBVA Research
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Most recent Latam reports
Date Description
07.10.2015 Peru: Monetary dilemma remains; activity, exchange rate, inflation?
07.09.2015 Chile: Analyzing the new  fiscal scenario
07.09.2015 Mexico: Inflation YoY reached its lowest level in June
07.08.2015 Chile: "One timers" drive inflation above expectations
07.05.2015 Sectors that will benefit the most from the Pacific Alliance
07.04.2015 Chile: IMACEC grows 0.8% YoY in May: slowdown speeds up
07.04.2015 Colombia: Inflation in June stood at 4.4% YoY
07.03.2015 Mexico: Industrial prodruction could decrease 0.3
07.01.2015 Chile: New challenge for fiscal authority, implementing USD 8 Bln through public

investment
07.01.2015 Peru: Inflation will make harder the CB's commitment
07.01.2015 Mexico: private sector credit rose 10.4% in May
07.01.2015 Mexico: Real estate outlook
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https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/peru-dilema-monetario-se-mantiene-actividad-tipo-de-cambio-inflacion/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/chile-reaccion-tras-la-actualizacion-de-proyecciones-fiscales-del-ministerio-de-hacienda/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/mexico-annual-headline-inflation-hits-a-fresh-record-low/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/chile-one-timers-impulsan-ipc-de-junio-por-sobre-las-expectativas/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/sectors-with-the-most-potential-for-capitalising-on-integration-within-pacific-alliance-3/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/chile-imacec-grew-0-8-yoy-in-may-below-expectations/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/colombia-inflation-in-june-stood-at-4-4-yoy-unchanged-from-a-month-earlier/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-atentos-al-dato-de-produccion-industrial-grecia-pesa-en-los-mercados-financieros/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/chile-nuevo-desafio-para-hacienda-ejecutar-usd-8-000-millones-de-inversion-publica/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/chile-nuevo-desafio-para-hacienda-ejecutar-usd-8-000-millones-de-inversion-publica/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/peru-inflacion-seguira-complicando-al-banco-central/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-credito-al-sector-privado-crece-10-4-en-mayo-y-mantiene-doble-digito/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/public-compuesta/situacion-inmobiliaria-mexico-primer-semestre-2015/
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This document has been prepared by BBVA Research Department, it is provided for information purposes only and expresses data,
opinions or estimations regarding the date of issue of the report, prepared by BBVA or obtained from or based on sources we consider
to be reliable, and have not been independently verified by BBVA. Therefore, BBVA offers no warranty, either express or implicit,

regarding its accuracy, integrity or correctness.
Estimations this document may contain have been undertaken according to generally accepted methodologies and should be

considered as forecasts or projections. Results obtained in the past, either positive or negative, are no guarantee of future performance.
This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the economic context or

market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of such changes.

BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its contents.
This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into any interest in
financial assets or instruments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or decision of

any kind.
In regard to investment in financial assets related to economic variables this document may cover, readers should be aware that under
no circumstances should they base their investment decisions in the information contained in this document. Those persons or entities
offering investment products to these potential investors are legally required to provide the information needed for them to take an

appropriate investment decision.
The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. It is forbidden its reproduction, transformation, distribution,
public communication, making available, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or process, except in cases
where it is legally permitted or expressly authorized by BBVA.
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